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ABSTRACT
This paper describes the VITE system, a spatial hypertext system that supports two-way mapping
for projecting structured information to a two-dimensional workspace and updating the structured
information based on user interactions in the workspace. VITE uses information visualization
techniques to render structured information in the workspace and provides users an environment
to interact with digital information in a spatial hypertext setting. The two-way mapping connects
the objects in the workspace to the structured information and provides users direct access to the
information. The spatial hypertext environment encourages users to engage more directly with the
information related to their tasks. An evaluation of VITE was conducted to study how people
adapt to two-way mappings and how two-way mappings can help in problem solving tasks. The
results show that users could quickly design visual mappings to help their problem-solving tasks
and developed more sophisticated strategies for visual problem-solving over time.
Keywords
Information visualization, spatial hypertext, information workspace, information interfaces and
presentation

1. INTRODUCTION
Information generated and manipulated in computer systems has become more formalized and
structured in order to let computers process it. In this discussion, formalized or structured information is that which is represented with a pre-defined schema or a set of attributes, values, and
relations. Examples include data records in a relational database that contain a set of data fields,
frames, or objects with attributes in a knowledge base. As opposed to how computers process
information, people often prefer less-formal representations in order to perceive things as a whole
and to delay the abstraction process [Shipman and Marshall 1999].
For people to make use of structured information in certain tasks, they must interpret and manipulate the structured representation and the information encoded in this representation. Although it
is possible for users to access formalized information directly, the interfaces used rarely support
the representation and manipulation of less structured information related to the formally-represented content. The reason for this is two-fold. First of all, the formalization process deconstructs
the original information, and cannot express knowledge outside of that envisioned by the schema
designer. The lossy nature of the formalization process is why Shipman called for “nondestructive
formalization” during knowledge building that keeps the original “less formal representation as
well as the formal representations” [Shipman 1993]. Secondly, in real task-based decision making
processes, users often generate intermediate information not part of the formalized information.
Formal representations rely on the representation’s designer anticipating use situations. Work
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practices that start and end with structured information may make use of other informal or formal
representations in between. For example, while dividing a set of items into two categories a third
category may appear for those that are still undecided.
1.1 Problem of Incomplete Representation
Structured information is often only a partial abstraction of the information it represents. In these
cases, formalized data loses certain aspects of the information it intends to represent, and the
resulting discrete data chunks are not meaningful if not treated properly. For example, in a library
database, each book is represented as an information object. Books are described within a
designed schema, with attributes such as title, authors, publishers, etc. Attributes abstracted from
the book information enable the database to be searchable by indexing, and sorting these
attributes. However, the attributes cannot represent the whole book. If a library patron asks for the
“thick gold book by Stephenson,” the book color and size must be part of the schema for them to
become searchable. In the end, there is a never ending set of attributes.
The inevitably incomplete nature of the representation [Suchman 1987] does not imply the representation is not useful, just that it is not a replacement for the original entity. Deciding what characteristics to represent and how to represent them is situation dependent.
1.2 Problem of Losing Intermediate Representations for Problem Solving
Problem solving usually involves information gathering, categorizing, and knowledge building
[van Mechelen et al. 1993]. With database systems, structured information can be categorized or
merged using indexing techniques, queries, or other database operations. However, the process of
knowledge building remains a highly creative activity not mastered by computers. Without proper
support, translating and using the structured information during knowledge building processes
can be cumbersome.
Formal representations predefine many of the categories and concepts available. This removes the
opportunity for information consumers to take part in the concept building process. Presentations
of the structured information that enable intermediate category and concept formation are needed.
Such intermediate representations can take the form of less formal representations attached to the
structured data. This semi-structured information may not be the end product of the decision making process, but can be essential in reaching the final decision. Malone et al. discuss further
advantages of semi-structured information to that defined in a schema [Malone et al. 1986].

2. STRUCTURED INFORMATION IN SPATIAL HYPERTEXT
The above mentioned problems are due to the differences between representations designed for
human perception and use, and those designed for computer manipulation. One way to address
these problems is to provide a user interface that allows people to work with structured information in an interface appropriate for their task. The interface needs to present information to the
user and allow users to interact with the information. For example, database systems normally
provide either table- or form-based interfaces to facilitate data presentation and data editing. More
complicated interactions with the database can often be accomplished through a command-line
interface or pre-fabricated applications.
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For many tasks, a better way to present information to users is through information visualization
[Card et al. 1999]. Visualization techniques utilize both retinal properties and spatial arrangement
for the presentation of structured information in a way that is more natural for human perception
and understanding.
2.1 Visualization: Presenting Structured Information
Visualizations reveal broader patterns within information sets and help people recognize characteristics of the information set as a whole. The process has the inherent benefit of lower cognitive
overhead [Hutchins et al. 1986] by providing temporary external memory [Norman 1988] and
revealing spatial relations. In the process of presentation, some of the knowledge lost in the
abstraction process may also become apparent. Visualization may not only convey content and
relations lost during formalization, but can also reveal implied or derived information to the user.
Most visualization systems focus on transforming structured data into graphical displays according to unidirectional mapping constraints such as which characteristics of the data can be mapped
onto visual attributes. Visualization helps users perceive and understand information spaces [Card
et al. 1991], but these systems are generally designed either for a specific domain or provide for
only a small set of pre-determined visual mappings. Card et al.'s Information Visualizer [Card et
al. 1991] implements the concept of information workspace by providing an environment tailored
for information-based processes. Some systems are designed to provide an expanded visualization
space by including 3D, animation [Robertson et al. 1993] or view transformations, such as the
perspective wall [Mackinlay et al. 1991], cone trees [Robertson et al. 1991] and fisheye views
[Sarkar and Brown 1992]. Kumar's Timeline project [Kumar et al. 1998] provides an example of
the assignment of visual mappings for specific tasks.
2.2 Manipulating Spatial Information
Databases and file systems provide tools for the storage, access and maintenance of information.
These systems provide little help for the more idiosyncratic practices surrounding the piece-wise
manipulation and management of information, except through the form-based interfaces for data
entry and report generation that are commonly found in integrated database packages.
Information visualization techniques bridge the gap between structured information and userfriendly representations because they take advantage of human visual perception [Tufte 1990].
Many visualization systems allow interactivity with, and the configuration of, the visualization.
However, most visualization systems do not support the visual editing of the structured information. The lack of direct manipulation of structured information in visualization systems means that
there is no expression in such an environment, and expression is part of real decision making processes.
Visual workspaces containing directly manipulable information objects take advantage of human
spatial cognition and immediate feedback from the visual environment [Wærn 1997]. Direct
manipulation is common in operating system desktops and in drawing and graphics software due
to the intuitive and efficient interaction provided for the user. Document management systems
such as Presto [Dourish et al. 1999] and Data Mountain [Robertson et al. 1998] use directly
manipulable visual workspaces for exploring a natural form of interaction. These systems allow
users to arrange and locate objects in the space via instinctive 2D interactions. However, manipulation of these objects is for organization purposes rather than modifying their underlying content.
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2.3 Two-Way Visual Mappings in a Spatial Hypertext Workspace
As described, visualization systems often let users change the way the system presents information but not the information itself. Visualization systems are what we call one way mapping systems where visualization settings merely specify how the information is rendered and presented.
Users interact with visualization system by modifying the visualization mapping. The approach
presented here extends this notion of interaction so that the interaction is between the user, the
visualization system, and the underlying structured information. The extended interactions
include the editing and switching of visual mappings (which exist in visualization systems), and
the direct editing of the structured information within the visualization.
Visual workspaces combining visualization with direct manipulation enable users to visually and
kinesthetically work with information objects. Combining visualization with editing through
manipulation requires a mechanism to reflect user’s changes to the information. Our approach is
to take the unidirectional mapping of visualization systems, and make it bidirectional. These bidirectional mappings (we call them two-way mappings) visualize the structured information (as
visualization systems do), as is shown by the top arrow in Figure 1. Two-way mappings also
parse visual-property changes made by the user, represented by the bottom arrow in Figure 1.
This poses new mapping constraints when compared to visualization, since user edits must be
automatically interpretable. Ordinal, nominal, and continuous valued attributes place different
constraints on the two-way mapping.

3. VITE: A VISUAL WORKSPACE SUPPORTING TWO-WAY MAPPINGS
We have developed VITE to explore the design and use of systems incorporating two-way mappings in spatial hypertext. An early version of VITE was reported in [Hsieh and Shipman 2000].
VITE’s design and development have been influenced by a variety of prior work in the area of
Mapping from data to visualization
Spatial hypertext workspace
Dataset
Object 1
Object 2
Object 3
Object 4
Mapping from user edits to data
Figure 1: A two-way mapping connects the structured data to
the information objects in spatial hypertext workspace.
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Figure 2: Workspace containing visual symbols representing basketball players
being organized during selection of a fantasy basketball team.
spatial hypertext and visualization. Systems like Aquanet [Marshall et al. 1991] and VIKI [Marshall and Shipman 1997] use spatial layout for arranging relationships among information objects.
HOS [Shipman and McCall 1999] and Aquanet added an abstract layer by allowing attributes,
relationships and types to be associated with information objects for augmented semantic or annotation. Tivoli [Moran et al. 1997] incorporated specific domain knowledge into the system to support implicit perception in a free-form interaction environment. Visual Knowledge Builder (VKB)
[Shipman and Hsieh 2000] utilizes both spatial layout and abstract attributes for supporting incremental formalization within user-created information workspaces.
VITE expands on the design of VKB by using spatial layout for arranging information, but its
attributes are the primary content rather than an augmentation to the information object. VITE is
different from the systems including formal representations in that it uses an existing structured
data source such as a database table. The spatial workspace is a tailorable visualization of the
structured data enabling the user to edit the structured data by visually manipulating the information objects.
VITE includes four major components: the visual workspace used to view and edit the information, the mapping designer used to create and edit two-way mappings, the mapping engine which
instantiates the two-way mappings, and the data store for accessing structured information.
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Figure 3: Mapping Designer Interface.

The visual workspace (Figure 2) is where users interact with the visual objects representing data
elements. Position and size are edited through direct manipulation. Application buttons on the
VITE toolbar are used for changing the object color, border color and border width. The mapping
designer includes a mapping overview (Figure 3) and mapping assignment interfaces for each
visual property. The mapping overview displays assignments between semantic attributes and
visual properties.
The mapping engine contains a graphic parser and a graphic renderer to implement the two-way
mapping. It monitors changes in the mapping designer and the activities in the workspace. The
graphic parser interprets user input and intentions. The graphic renderer projects the data store
into the graphical display according to the mapping assignments defined in the mapping designer.
Working together, the graphic parser and graphic renderer synchronize interpreted results in the
data storage and the graphical display, and results are reflected on the graphical display immediately.

4. DEVELOPMENT OF VISUAL PROBLEM SOLVING STRATEGY
A study of how people use two-way mappings was conducted using VITE [Hsieh and Shipman
2002]. Eleven test subjects were recruited and given a tutorial and training session to explain the
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concept of two-way mappings and the VITE interface. The tutorial discussed the process of
designing a two-way mapping for an example task (a class scheduling task). Each user was given
two tasks to perform using VITE and each included the design of a two-way mapping. After completing each task, a questionnaire was used to gather information specific to the task, covering
topics such as the design rationale for the visual mappings chosen. After completing both tasks
and the task-specific questionnaires, a general questionnaire was used to evaluate the VITE interface and to gather users’ general impressions on the use of two-way mappings.
There was no time limit restricting the tasks although subjects generally took about two hours.
Subject’s understanding of the task domains differed greatly, leading to a variety in the depth of
their decision making processes. As there was no correct answer for the given tasks, the openended duration allowed users to achieve a satisficing decision [Simon 1996].
The tasks selected required subjects to make decisions based on information provided within
VITE. Subjects were told to work until they felt confident about their final decision. Part of their
goal, as described in the instructions, was to design mappings that could be used again during
similar tasks in the future.
4.1 Observation of Visual Problem Solving
Subjects in the study used a variety of problem solving strategies to make decisions using VITE.
Generally, subjects get accustomed to the use of visual tool and develop visual problem solving
strategy in two to three phases of usage. In the first phase, subjects designed mappings as if VITE
is a simple visualization system. In the second phase, the requirement of manipulating certain

Figure 4: A common workspace layout and mapping used for Task 1.
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attributes became apparent, and the mappings were changed accordingly. Some users continued to
improve their strategy and explore more advanced possibilities of VITE’s two-way mappings.
In the first task where subjects were given the role of a flight approach controller; their job was to
assign runways for approaching aircraft, ensuring both safety and timeliness. Most subjects (9 of
11) used similar mappings for this task with Runway Assignment mapped to X position and
Arrival Time mapped to Y position (Figure 4). Other attributes were mapped with greater variety,
such as Aircraft Type to object color, Flight Number to text labels, etc. The idea behind the similarity in the use of X-Y position mapping is apparent - spatial relation reveals possible conflict
clearly. Subjects know the concept and can apply it in VITE without difficulty. The variety in
mapping none-critical attributes is expected because subjects use them as optional information
when making the decision.
The second task put the subjects into the role of a manager of a fantasy basketball team. The task
was to hire the best team (one player at each position) they could afford given a limited budget.
Choosing the best (and most expensive) player in one position meant sacrificing at other positions. A further complication was that different statistics were more important than others for different positions. Subjects were given 50 players to choose from (10 for each position).
Most subjects approached this task with similar concept learned from the earlier task. The typical
mapping design for the task was to use the X-position (Player Position) to categorize players and
the Y-position to represent the “Decision” attribute, so adjusting the decision was just a matter of
moving the player’s object up or down. Figure 5 shows one such mapping with Color mapped to
“MarketValue”. In this mapping setting, the most obvious restriction was applied by mapping it to
the most prominent visual properties to create a visual constraint, so the restriction can be
revealed or enforced. Here, the restriction one player at each position was realized by the
described mapping. With this visualization, there should only be one object (one player) in the
bottom row (selected player) for each column (for each position) if the restriction is to be met.
4.2 Two-way Mapping Strategies
Among the approaches taken were mapping decisions and uses of two-way mappings that would
not be likely using a pure visualization system. These include the removal of object identifiers,
the use of unmapped visual properties, and the mapping and later unmapping of a particular visual
property.
Unique values and names for each entity exist in structured data but were not always used by the
subjects. One example is shown in Figure 5. In this case, the subject decided not to display the
name of the basketball players. This subject thought that the names would bias his decisions when
the task should really just be about the statistics since that is how fantasy basketball is scored.
Although this approach may not be favored by most people, the two-way mapping enabled the
subject to make decisions without ever needing to know the name/identifier of each player
selected.
Use of unmapped visual properties was common in one form or another. This included some subjects preserving one or more of the most effective visual properties to use during decision-making. Some subjects decided not to map one of the position dimensions (or color) to a semantic
attribute so they could cluster or categorize the entities based on a criteria not included in the
structured information. This use of unmapped visual attributes for temporary or intermediate
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Figure 5: A common workspace layout and mapping used by most users for Task 2.
results was expected. Two users took this strategy a bit further by initially creating a two-way
mapping in order to generate the initial layout and then removing mappings for selected visual
attributes. Doing this allowed them to manipulate the objects more freely in order to represent
partial and alternative solutions without editing the structured data.
Use of multiple visual mappings for task two was already mentioned. This occurred when subjects decided different attributes in the structured data were important for different aspects of their
decision. For example, three point shooting and steals are important in selecting the guards for the
fantasy basketball team but rebounds and blocks are important for centers and power forwards.
4.3 Advanced Visual Problem Solving
Subjects in the study did not work with the system long enough to explore a wide variety of problem-solving strategies. A few subjects went beyond the basic mapping capabilities of VITE and
combined with layout functions (e.g., alignment and distribute) to achieve more complex activities during the task. For example, visual sorting can be achieved by consecutively executing two
alignment functions as is described in the following example. This example of visual problem
solving was obtained from the subject who used the most visual functions of VITE to complete
task 2 in the study. He started the process by initially mapping players’ positions to X-position in
order to spread out the players (similar to the mapping Figure 5). He then mapped player position
to Color and removed the X-position mapping in order to get a freely manipulable workspace.
Each player’s salary (MarketValue) was presented by the object height (Y-Size). Then he created a
reference object “BUDGET” (Figure 6) (colored white for distinguishing it from other position)
with its height representing the allowed budget.
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Figure 6: Subject created a reference object (white object on the left)
to compare with his selection.
Next, he started trying to fit players under the salary cap. Soon he found that locating a better fit
from the players’ pool was a little troublesome, so he experimented with the visual arrangement
functions provided by VITE. He first “Stacked” the selection and then aligned them at the top of
the selection (Figure 7). He repeated the same process for all piles (each pile representing players
for the same position) multiple times. With this “stacking” and “aligning” operation, finding a
player paid slightly more or less was simply a matter of locating an object that was a little larger
or smaller in height. At one point, he even managed to have two possible line ups. At the end, the

Figure 7: Visual Sorting - steps to form a easy-to-compare
pile by stacking (left) then aligning at top (right).
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Figure 8: Workspace showing final decision.
total height of selected players could not exceed the budget object (Figure 8), and a solution was
found in the visual environment. The visual mapping used is shown in Figure 3.
A similar approach (Figure 9) was performed by another subject. The main difference was the
way he obtained each pile of positions. The alternative visual sorting he used was to align each
pile on its left edge (Align Left function) with MarketValue being the object width, and then
evenly distributed each pile in the Y direction (Distribute Y function).
Both of these approaches use a visual function to assist in comparison. The selected players were
placed side by side with the reference object (budget). In order to determine if the total salary
requirement has exceeded the available budget, an adjoin function was applied on the five objects
so they are placed together with zero distance but without overlapping.

5. ISSUES AND IMPLEMENTATION LIMITATIONS
A number of issues arose during the implementation of the VITE system, along with some lessons
learned during implementation and evaluation.
5.1 Computationally interpretable edits
The basic requirement for the two-way mapping to work is that the visual information must be
decodable, i.e., the visualization that results from user editing must be parseable. This does not
mean that all information created in the visual workspace during the performance of the task must
be represented in the structured data. A strict one-to-one mapping (one visual value for one data
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Figure 9: Visual problem solving with different layout and an alternative visual sorting method.
This visual sorting of a pile (same colored objects in a column)
can be obtained by “Align Left”, then “Distribute Evenly in Y”.
value) is the easiest way to ensure the parse-ability. However, one of the major advantages of
working in a visual workspace is the ability to express uncertainty and sub categorizations
through slight modifications to prototypical values. By loosening the one-to-one mapping restriction a bit, the workspace can preserve this more subtle visual information. Thus VITE uses ranges
of visual values for each attribute value. This consideration is especially important for discrete
style mapping. For instance, changing the location of the information object in a strict one-to-one
mapping would change the value of the attribute that is mapped to location. With VITE’s range of
values, the underlying data will only change when the object is moved out of its mapped region.
5.2 Visually representing no values
Objects in the data store do not always have a value for each attribute. Indeed, having N/A (not
applicable) as the default value for attributes is common. However, not every visual property can
easily represent no value. Continuous mappings are particularly problematic. Since the valuemapping conversion is through a linear transformation, there is no way to define a mapping for no
value. Discrete mappings can include an additional visual value, such as a row or column in the
case of position, an additional color, size, or border width to represent no value. So far, VITE does
not automatically support no value, but users can add a new N/A value for discrete mappings in
the mapping assignment interface as they desire.
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5.3 Traditional database functionality
VITE provides some basic functionality for managing a structured database. Some database functions may be expected by users, such as adding new data records, and adding new data fields.
These operations are translated into adding new objects and adding attributes to objects in a visual
workspace. Adding a new object in the visual workspace is performed by creating a new visual
symbol. When this happens, VITE creates a new information object in the data storage with a set
of default values. Adding new values is quite different than in a traditional database system. A
value cannot just be added to an information object, but has to be registered in the mapping profile; otherwise the mapping engine will not know how to visually represent the newly added
value. VITE includes this ability in the mapping assignment interface, and it forces the user to add
a new value in the mapping assignment before using the new value in an information object.
There is a problem with this approach though. If the attribute is mapped to more than one visual
property, adding the new value in one visual property does not add the value in the other visual
property that use the same attribute. A future version should check the consistency and suggest
default values for the user.

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Structured information has been growing in importance for a long time. We have learned to utilize
its strength of abstraction for concept building and learning, and to limit its application so as to
avoid problems due to its deconstructive nature. The fact that spatial hypertext can support manipulating information in a less-formal environment gives us a new opportunity to see how such
environment can help dealing with structured information. Computer technology has also come a
long way from requiring structured information in order to process it, to being able to handle more
and more less-formal information and media types and provide support to make use of structured
information. These advances give us another chance to evaluate what we can do to more actively
support knowledge-intensive work, such as decision-making, rather than to simply provide information.
This research took a simple step to address the problems of interacting with structured information by providing a two-way mapping mechanism in spatial hypertext environment to bind the
visual representation of structured information with a direct manipulation workspace. It is hoped
that, by bringing the structured information into the visual workspace, the power of human vision
and perception, combined with the direct nature of manipulation, can increase the applicability of
structured information and better support information-intensive work.
Through the evaluation, how people interact with visual properties and data characteristics was
observed. Examples, such as choosing an attribute for the visual property Position, indicate people’s instincts generally match the more theoretical rankings of visual properties for graphic
design. They determined appropriate attribute selections in a few tries, and managed to explore
several uses of a property in a short period of time.
Two-way mappings partially solve some of the problems of interacting with structured information, but there is a lot that remains unanswered. With all the developments in visualization and
graphic design principles, we hope others will expand their research related to generating and
evaluating information visualization to consider two-way mapping mechanisms. In particular, an
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in-depth study on the effectiveness of manipulability ranking similar to those of perceptual ranking by [Mackinlay 1986] and [Cleveland and McGill 1984] would be valuable.
In the future, we plan to integrate VITE into VKB, where users have more control over the spatial
hypertext workspace, with VITE-like two-way mapping engine to help users work with formal
information. One idea for this integration is to give each VKB collection an optional VITE
engine. When the VITE engine of a collection is enabled, the collection serves as an automated
organizer for objects thrown at it. Objects will be arranged with new position, color, or size based
on their attributes and the design of the mapping profile. Users can turn off the VITE engine of a
collection when more delicate arrangements are desired.
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